Supplement Figure 2. Microscopic verification of NET formation
Granulocytes from patients and controls were isolated and stimulated for 2.5 hours with 25 nM PMA or vehicle. Then cells were stained with the cell impermeable DNA-dye Sytox green. The figure shows microscopic images verifying neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation in (A) a HIES patient and (B) a concomitant control after stimulation with 25 nM PMA for 2.5 hours. Cloud-like green structures that extend beyond the cell borders are NETs (exemplary white arrows). Necrotic events are small and intensively green (exemplary yellow arrows). The images below show granulocytes from (C) the same HIES patient and (D) the concomitant control after stimulation with vehicle for 2.5 hours. Here, size and amount of intact cells are well appreciable (exemplary blue arrows). Necrotic events are intensively green and small (exemplary yellow arrows) and NETs appear cloud-like with low intensity (exemplary white arrows). All images are taken with 10x magnification using a fluorescence microscope. 
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